FINANCIAL REPRESSION & DOLLAR DEBASEMENT

Larry & Xin discuss US & Chinese Financial Repression
Why is China reluctant to stimulate its economy? How has financial repression
worked so far? What are effects of decoupling, inflation, and dollar debasement?
Welcome to a new discussion between Larry and Xin, two prominent economists from
the Keynesian tradition, offering a bi-weekly US-Chinese debate. Today, Larry shares
two charts from Washington and Xin is responding from China on financial repression.
Disclaimer: names are fictional but analysis may be realistic.
Larry: Hello Xin, great to catch up after a turbulent day here in the US, my diet coke
helps me to slow down. And you had quite a political week in Beijing, didn’t you?
Xin: Indeed Larry, our National People’s Congress made political pronouncements on
Hong Kong and some economic announcements as well, but maybe less than I thought.
Larry: Let us go over the political mess first, why is this so important right now?
Xin: Well, time is running out. Hong Kong had tried to implement a security law back
in 2003, which backfired, and then again tried in March 2019, which led to protests
and government losses at the elections last November. And the protesters could well
win the LegCo elections that are scheduled for September, which would embarrass
the Chinese leadership. So it was urgent and opportune to act during this pandemic.
Larry: And to be fair, the current US administration never took a particular interest in
Hong Kong, and rather used it as a political pawn to negotiate trade concessions. Even
today, I find the US reaction rather mild, with the intent to revoke most of the special
status, although the WHO exit has become the main headline – twice lucky for Beijing,
so not quite the thunderstorms that we had anticipated in both places.
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Xin: I agree. The big surprise for me was the paltry economic recovery plan with a
limited ¥4 trillion stimulus (less than 4% of GDP) and 1% cut in reserve requirements.
And the budget reveals the priority for 6% defense increases, compared to 9% cuts for
science and technology and 13% cuts for public services; cuts despite the pandemic.
Larry: It looks like China needs to protect its currency, as you had scaled up currency
controls last summer, and are tightly managing the Renminbi with risks from an uptick
in the trade war. And the Chinese 10-year-bond is still yielding a healthy 4% …
Xin: China is reluctant to stimulate right now for three reasons: Demand stays weak,
people are scared and save more, exports won’t recover and trade friction won’t go
away for the rest of the year. We had already massively stimulated supply after the
2009 crisis and built infrastructure projects that we have enhanced our productivity.
But many of our companies took on loads of dollar debt that represent some risk …
Larry: I thought so. Like your largest real estate developer China Evergrande that just
raised $4 bn of debt at rates of 12% and seems to have over $8 bn in interest servicing
over the next year, more even than AT&T, while Moody’s changed the property sector
outlook to negative. So China cannot afford any devaluation, or can it?
Xin: We may well get both of our wishes, Larry. You guys like to see a weaker dollar
and are printing money like never before. And the Chinese like to enhance credibility
of the Renminbi with a stable or appreciating exchange rate, in tandem with other
emerging markets. That would also help to alleviate our firms’ external debt burden.
Larry: Sounds too good to be true in a trade conflict with nationalists on both sides,
where we might first see deflation and a stronger dollar this year before getting into
the inflation and dollar depreciation loop over the medium term. It clearly depends
on the extent of our financial repression that the FED has started with full force.
Xin: Yes, and you prepared a table comparing some cases of financial repression:
Larry: Well, this is an old idea, where politicians can’t stomach an explicit tax, so
they instead create a stealth tax through inflation and repressed interest rates that
hurts savers and pensioners but helps to gradually erode the debt. McKinnon and Shaw
coined the term in 1973, and Reinhart and Sbrancia then applied it to public debt.
Xin: So before we get to the more recent cases in Japan, China, and the US since 2009
we should look at the post-war history in the UK and also emerging markets, where
you picked India and Mexico (chart 3). What were their reasons to pursue repression?
Larry: Britain became the textbook example to erase their national debt that was
250% of GDP in 1945 by repressing interest rates, raising reserve requirements, plus
directed lending and strict capital controls, which were maintained over decades. By
1970, the UK debt had declined below 50% of GDP, as their economy was gradually
liberalized. India was less successful after banks were nationalized in 1969 and the
rupee had been devalued by 60% with a social agenda to direct lending to agriculture
and rural areas. Mexico faced a roller-coaster high-inflation decade after it had
nationalized its banks in 1982, but it extracted massive seignorage during that period.
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Xin: It looks like in all three cases these financial repression episodes reduced the
outstanding debt and forced savings into the stock market, but they all faced pretty
significant controls and inefficiencies that ended in higher inflation and devalued
currencies. So how has that experience changed since the 2009 global financial crisis?
Larry: Probably it is too early to tell, although Japan started already in 2001 with its
quantitative easing and still has not been successful to reduce its debt or bring back
inflation, even with debt monetization, purchases of corporate debt and equities,
forward guidance, and extensive regulatory controls. China, however, seems to be a
big success story with its massive monetary expansion after the 2009 crisis which has
financed infrastructure and real estate projects with a focus on urbanization.
Xin: Right, my research team explains that China’s extremely low cost of capital has
been an overlooked secret, combined with our dynamic internal market and smart
urbanization policies that enhanced the productivity of our export industries. Many of
these infrastructure projects have been financed by local governments, mostly funded
from land sales that supercharged real estate development, so that migrants move in
and everyone else moves up the ladder, which has become a growth engine for China.
Larry: I would summarize it as rapid growth spurred by cheap funds and heavy debt,
now exceeding 300% of GDP. And financial repression with capital controls has pushed
China’s strong savings not just into value-traps in your backward stock market with
old inefficient industries and high non-performing loans but also into real estate that
many view as old-age cushion while they speculate on further rising property prices.
Xin: We had a fantastic decade in real estate where annual total returns of developers
exceeded 15%, even above the 13% generated by the S&P in the US, as you show
(chart 4). But we are reaching the end of our growth phase as Beijing home prices
now reach New York and London levels, and Shanghai prices top those in Zurich and
Paris, which can be masked by our aggregated national house price statistics.
Larry: I am impressed that your policy toolbox has been very effective in expanding
real estate, with little two-year mini cycles despite your massive monetary stimulus.
Our stock market in the US has been on the same trajectory over the past decade but
is now entering bubble territory with the Shiller PE ratio reaching 30 as earnings and
growth are cratering while the market has barely corrected. And we have bond rates
at zero and we added $3 trillion to the FED balance sheet just this year, twice as
much as we added over the past decade, and we don’t have capital controls …
Xin: The US has plenty of opportunity to invest that wall of money into infrastructure
and renewable industries and innovation rather than on subsidies and unemployment.
Maybe you can learn something from China, with our modern high-speed railways and
our social housing redevelopment, our e-cars and 5G-waves, a topic for our next talk.
Larry: Good idea, we need to open a new page on industrial policy and infrastructure
in the US. But I do worry that we dig ourselves into a very deep financial repression
hole, which will lead to inflation down the road and to a debasement of the dollar.
That’s the most likely way for us to get back to stability. I wish you a sunny weekend.
http://emleaders.com/pdf/eml-repression-2020.pdf
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